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HOME2 SUITES BY HILTON SALT LAKE CITY - MURRAY, UT

BRAND OVERVIEW
Home2 Suites by Hilton® is a refreshingly innovative
all-suite, mid-tier, extended-stay brand designed
with the value-conscious traveler in mind. This awardwinning hotel offers stylish accommodations with
flexible guest room configurations and inspired
amenities. As the most affordable brand to build
within the Hilton Worldwide portfolio, Home2 Suites is
economical to operate and has quickly become one of
the fastest-growing brands in the company’s history.
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HOME2 SUITES BY HILTON LEXINGTON UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER, KY

WHY HOME2 SUITES?
Home2 Suites by Hilton is designed to appeal to both
business and leisure travelers in the rapidly growing
extended-stay segment. The brand is committed
to sustainability and leverages Hilton Worldwide’s
proprietary LightStay™ program to minimize
environmental impact. From a construction time of
less than one year to its cost-effective daily operation,
Home2 Suites by Hilton incorporates sustainable
practices and products in a variety of ways.
A logical choice for both the first-time developer and
the experienced owner, Home2 Suites by Hilton—with
its smaller, less-than-two-acre-footprint—creates a
more flexible and affordable development option,
allowing owners to offer the kind of exceptional guest
experience so valued by today’s traveler.

HOME2 SUITES BY HILTON SALT LAKE CITY/WEST VALLEY CITY, UT

HOME2 SUITES BY THE NUMBERS
MORE THAN

70 HOTELS THROUGHOUT

NORTH AMERICA
MORE THAN

7400 SUITES

ON TARGET TO OPEN OUR

100TH HOTEL IN 2016

285 HOTELS IN THE DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE
2015 YEAR-TO-DATE STATISTICS*
YTD 2015 OCC
YTD 2015 ADR

80.2%

$114.94

YTD REVPAR INDEX

92.19

*THROUGH Q3 2015

HOME2 SUITES BY HILTON HOUSTON/KATY, TX

GUEST OFFERINGS
Home2 Suites by Hilton brings a modern and savvy
choice with studio and one-bedroom suites for the
extended-stay traveler. Cutting-edge technology,
including a flat-screen HDTV and high-speed Internet,
as well as kitchens with a full-sized refrigerator,
dishwasher, microwave and deep sink, enable guests
to be comfortable and productive, whether they are
staying a few days or a few months.
Our multifunctional community space, the Oasis,
provides guests a place to enjoy a complimentary
Inspired Table™ breakfast, take advantage of the
business services area, meet with friends and family
or relax by reading a book outside of their guest suite.

HOME2 SUITES BY HILTON FARMINGTON/BLOOMFIELD, NM

Other areas such as our saline swimming pool, laundry
facilities and exercise room make it easy for guests to
be themselves. Add in our sustainability initiatives and
pet friendly policy, and you’ll see how Home2 Suites has
found the key to creating an exceptional extended-stay
hotel experience.

HOME2 SUITES BY HILTON COLUMBUS, GA

HOME2 SUITES BY HILTON DOWNTOWN TUSCALOOSA, OK
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A world of potential.
A wealth of opportunity.

Hilton Worldwide is focused on creating opportunities for our owners while building long-term relationships that offer
success today and well into the future. With 13 leading brands and hotels in nearly 100 countries and counting, we offer
global strength and scale combined with local expertise that is relevant to the many markets we serve.
As one of the world’s leading global hospitality companies, we understand the importance of taking care of our owners
and applying our expertise to create value through the design, construction and operation of a hotel. We also understand
the importance of looking ahead, and we remain committed to our owners over the long term.

Hilton Performance Advantage
Every Hilton Worldwide hotel and resort benefits from the unique system of innovative solutions and advanced technologies
known as the Hilton Performance Advantage. Together, these services provide owners with the latest tools, forward-thinking
strategies and access to some of the most influential people in the industry to help enhance guest experiences, reward
customer loyalty, drive revenues and maximize efficiency of operations.
Spanning our entire portfolio of brands, the services that make up the Hilton Performance Advantage deliver leadingedge support to consistently drive profits and efficiencies. It is a powerful resource for owners and operators, unrivaled
in the industry.

HILTON HHONORS™ is our award-winning guest loyalty program. Its 48 million members accounted for more than 50% of all
room nights globally at our hotels in 2015, driving more than $9 billion in paid folio spend.

HILTON WORLDWIDE SALES, with its 700 team members around the world, speaking 42 languages, drives high returns
and revenues through increased negotiating power and higher-level access to more influential accounts and strategic partnerships.
HILTON RESERVATIONS AND CUSTOMER CARE

provides 24-hour coverage with more than 3,000 highly skilled,
multilingual customer service professionals that answer more than 34 million calls and book 11 million reservations annually.

ONLINE SERVICES offers a cost-effective model to ensure your property is front and center online, providing the most
convenient digital experience for guests through traditional and emerging digital channels.

REVENUE MANAGEMENT helps hotels maximize profits with advanced tools, training and analysis to make smart pricing
and inventory decisions while increasing guest satisfaction.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY utilizes world-class partners to create best-in-class technology solutions, from core
reservation and property management systems to in-room high-speed Internet access and entertainment.
HILTON SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

is a one-stop source leveraging the combined purchasing power of our global portfolio
to offer competitive value-based pricing on superior products and services.

For more information or a development contact, visit
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hiltonworldwide.com/development

This advertisement is not a franchise offering. Federal regulations and the laws of some states regulate the offer and sale of franchises. An offering will only be made in compliance with those regulations
and laws, which may require providing you with a disclosure document.
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